How Gilbane Sets the Pace for Growth
with Technology
CASE STUDY SUMMARY

CHALLENGE

Business Development teams are thriving,
collaboration is growing, and institutional

• Harness critical market trends and
customer needs through a customizable
CRM.

knowledge and other insights are flowing
across this 150-year-old construction
management company, due in part to the
adaption of a true customer relationship

• Create localized and national dashboards
that resonate across the business.

management solution. “Technology has
changed the way we build buildings,” says
Gilbane executive vice president Ryan

• Provide data analytics and ROI through the
integration of marketing platforms in real
time from any device.

SOLUTION
Leadership focusing on relationships
across departments, process, and
existing tech stacks with a dedicated
assessment of what was working today,
and what could drive the firm forward in
future growth.
Collaboration across departments to
unearth the needs and motivations of
key roles charged with setting the pace,
growing, and ultimately championing
change within the firm.
The right technology, an integrated,
project-based CRM platform that meets
business development team members
where they are in their pursuits, built
to work seamlessly across the firm’s
multiple offices and departments.

Hutchins. “Now, with a true CRM system, it
is also enabling us to change the way we
build our business.”

IMPACT
Fast ROI. Tighter synch between business
development and marketing teams, along
with better collaboration, informationsharing, visibility and decision-making firmwide, accelerates Gilbane’s time-to-value.
An edge in new business pursuits. Realtime access to vital business information,
from any location and device, is helping
BD teams to nurture relationships and
strategically pursue projects.
Future-proofing. Gilbane captures and
shares insight and experience from past
projects and other valuable institutional
knowledge that can be leveraged for
future successes and building stronger
relationships.
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Challenge: Breaking Down Silos to Forge Ahead
with Innovation
Technology is continuing to change the way the Built Industry
operates. Leading construction management companies, like
Gilbane, don’t thrive for 150 years without an across-the-board
commitment to excellence —and digital solutions are at the
helm of future growth.

ABOUT GILBANE
BUILDING CO.
Founded in 1870, Gilbane
is one of the country’s
largest and longestrunning privately held

This is evident with the advancement of tools such as Building
Information Modeling (BIM), Virtual Design Construction
(VDC), IA/VR applications and robotics. For Gilbane, the
dedication to technology also runs intrinsically throughout
their offices, which use those same models to construct
buildings before they are actually built.

and family-owned

Innovation through technology can transform a business
when leadership is dedicated to igniting change across all
areas and departments. Which is exactly what Ryan Hutchins,
executive vice president at Gilbane, had his eyes set on.
Considering the scale of 45 office locations around the world,
and a charge for continued growth, Ryan shares that “the
expansion of tech tools in the field are giving our teams at
Gilbane the ability to be more efficient, less time spent on data
entry, and focus more time on building.

forward construction and

Ryan wanted to ensure that key roles responsible for
continuing to grow relationships and drive the business
weren’t left behind. Business Developers at Gilbane set the
pace for their firm by nurturing decades-long relationships,
spotlighting the firm’s expertise, and representing a pulse for
the state of the business with performance indicators linked to
scalability, expansion, and projected revenue.
We chose to make this shift to Unanet CRM to better serve our
internal and external clients. We are selling our use of state of

construction companies.
From its beginnings as a
small carpentry business
in Providence, RI, to its
standing today as a global,
integrated and technologyfacility management
services firm, Gilbane has
been built on values such as
entrepreneurship, integrity,
teamwork, loyalty, and
discipline.
With over 2,800
multidisciplinary
professionals across 45
offices in the United States
and abroad, Gilbane is
across the globe within a
broad range of markets,
including higher education,
K-12, civic and cultural,
healthcare, life sciences,
commercial, industrial,
sports and entertainment
and transportation.

the best in technology for our client
relations as well. Gilbane’s executive
leadership, BD and marketing teams
had a desire for a more robust client
management system.
Improvements were needed in several
key areas:
• Knowledge-Sharing. Strategic and
transparent knowledge-sharing
between offices.
• Important undertakings like pipeline
forecasting and tracking became
more important than ever based on
the robust needs and growth of the
business development team.
• Efficiency. The BD teams want to use
the most efficient and transparent CRM
on the market so their business planning
and relationship building could be more
meaningful and efficient.

Solution: Bringing Digital
Transformation to the Front Lines
Gilbane was interested in providing the BD
teams with a single source of truth for project
pursuit information, collaboration across
offices and within key departments.
“We need to share all that we know across all
our offices through real-time transparency.
The right technology was needed to meet

their teams in the context of how they spend
their day-to-day pursuit activities. “Our business
developers are used to having everything at
their fingertips,” whether they’re on-the-go, or
at their desktop, shares Ryan. He recognized the
need to find a solution that was one well-suited
for project-based business with multi-office
enterprise scalability.
“Our leadership wants people to dig in and ask
questions to continuously grow and shape the
next 20 years of our business. Gilbane’s Lean
culture is top of mind in all that we do. Even
tried and true processes need to be challenged
to ensure that maximum value is being
derived. You have to have that fresh mindset,
desire to take feedback, and actually have the
commitment to do something with it”.
Since assuming the executive vice president
role at the firm in 2019, Ryan has been a
technological change agent, encouraging
an innovative mindset and helping to steer
the firm to tech tools that can help grow
the business.

“We strategically leveraged power users
to create groundswell chatter leading up
to this rollout, and they were people that
were well respected within the ranks of
our organization to ensure, 			
that the Unanet CRM rollout		
was going to be great.”

As relationship driven as the AEC industry is,
Ryan knew that a project-based CRM platform,
purpose built for AEC was essential to enabling
the BD teams to execute project pursuits
at scale, which in turn would help the firm
maintain a competitive edge.
• Leadership focusing in on the
relationships across departments, process,
and existing tech stacks with a dedicated
assessment of what was working today,
and what could drive the firm forward in
future growth.
• Collaboration across departments to
unearth the needs and motivations of
key roles charged with setting the pace,
growing, and ultimately championing the
desire for best solutions.
• The right technology, an integrated,
project-based CRM platform that meets
business development team members
where they are in their pursuits, built to
work seamlessly across the firm’s multiple
offices and departments.

Keys to Success: A Meaningful
Approach to Driving Change
ROADSHOW & RFP PROCESS
Inclusive and Collaborative Selection Team
Realizing how much was at stake in selecting
the right technology, Gilbane cut no corners
in the due diligence process. Ryan worked to
form alignment at the top by bringing in a
cross functional team to the decision-making
process, “we had our CIO and several folks
from our internal sales and marketing team as
experts at the table, with the addition of several
business development managers, directors
from multiple offices and even operations,
strategically looking ahead to who we knew we
would ultimately want working in the system”.

This ensured the goal was met in deciding
what was best for the business: subject matter
experts with knowledge from incumbent
technology paired with all relevant facets of the
business as a voice in their likelihood to adopt
and easily use something new. “We wanted
to get a new CRM system in place quickly,”
explains Ryan, “but we didn’t want to sacrifice
thoroughness for speed.” Multiple in-person
vendor meetings, product demonstrations and
close evaluation of implementation proposals
were all part of the process.
PROACTIVE PLANNING FOR A
SUCCESSFUL ROLLOUT
Champions to Accelerate a Valuable
Implementation
Successful change initiatives need strong
leaders throughout the process. In Gilbane’s
case, the implementation team hand-picked
power users within relevant departments of the
organization as advocates to drive the push for
engagement with the new system.
That effort was complemented by abundant
training opportunities (one-on-one and in small
groups), plus information sessions for people
to ask questions about Unanet CRM, “everyone
was invested in the quality,” shares Ryan. The
result: extremely high user adoption. Gilbane
got the true ally and partner it was seeking in
Unanet CRM.
Besides accelerating Gilbane’s time to value
with proactive planning for a successful rollout,
Ryan credits the Unanet CRM team for not
only digging deep into product vision, but for
making the effort to truly understand Gilbane’s
business and specific CRM needs.
Providing strong support throughout the
implementation process coupled with
the need for strong digital ties across all
businesses was paramount. “Their level of
commitment and partnership was a big factor
for us being comfortable with Unanet CRM’ s
solution,” Ryan explains.

“60% increase in
collaboration by expanded
connectivity firm-wide
around the same project
and pursuit data.”

“Business Developers can just scroll through
and find the data they need at their fingertips
instantly – Unanet CRM met this moment.”
Gilbane’s expanded usage of Unanet CRM
coalesces a pool of institutional knowledge to
fuel their strategic pursuits and collaboration
across offices, empowering the very
departments charged with growing the firm.

IMPACT: Future-Proofing the Business
while Enhancing Connectivity
INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY

An Enhanced BD Experience
Business Developers needed a technology that
was a seamless injection into their day-to-day
with features that served the real-life scenarios
they regularly encounter. “Even with a hectic
schedule, I know on my mobile device, I can
look at Unanet CRM on-the-go, walking into an
architect’s office and see that we’ve done nine
jobs with them within the last three years, that
they’ve gone well, and even where they were,”
shares Ryan.
A frictionless user experience on their mobile
devices or high-value contact and opportunity
details nested within their inbox paves the way
to user adoption for Gilbane by enabling their
team to use the tools they already rely on, such
as their smartphone or email.

The benefits that Unanet CRM has brought to
Gilbane and its BD teams have been substantial
and sustainable. BD teams have the technology
needed to execute successful project
pursuits, significantly improving their pipeline
management and levels of collaboration
with marketing. Strategic partnerships
embedded throughout the discovery, buying,
implementation phases, and with their solution
provider has ultimately translated into faster
time to value for the firm’s CRM investment. “It’s
helping our Business Development teams be
more efficient with their time,” shares Ryan.
Visibility into, and access to, the firm’s deep
reservoir of institutional knowledge, is critical
for sustaining growth. Unanet CRM connects
the dots between the past, present and future
of the firm by providing tools to capture and
share information, insight and experience from
past projects.
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